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The visual way to get hooked on crochetThe art of crocheting is timeless-and its popularity is

evident in the surge of modern, sophisticated techniques like amigurumi and Tunisian crochet.

So if you yearn for the skills to join this crafting revolution, this easy-to-follow guide is for you!

With new patterns and even more techniques explained step by step, this updated edition is

your go-to guide for learning how to crochet.Concise, two-page lessons show you all the steps

to a skill and are ideal for quick reviewDetailed color photos demonstrate each step and helpful

tips provide additional guidanceNew patterns, more techniques, and refreshed interior

designPacked with tons of step-by-step instructions and fun, innovative patterns, Teach

Yourself VISUALLY Crochet, 2nd Edition, gives you the tools you need to create one-of-a-kind

crochet projects that will add handmade flair to your home and wardrobe.
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and Cara.Chapter 1: Introduction to CrochetCrochet is the process of interlocking loops of yarn

with a hook. By combining a simple set of basic stitches, you can create an infinite assortment

of items, from garments and accessories to home décor. Before you start to crochet, take

some time to familiarize yourself with the tools that will help you along the way. This chapter will

introduce you to crochet hooks and notions, and you will learn all you need to know to choose

the right yarn for your projects. We believe that crochet is both craft and art, and we hope you

enjoy crocheting your own creations as much as we do!Crochet for KnittersJoin the Crochet

CommunityHooksOther ToolsYarn FibersYarn Construction and PackagingHow to Read Yarn

LabelsYarn Weight and Care SymbolsHow to Wind YarnCrochet for KnittersIf you know how to

knit, you may have encountered crochet in patterns that call for a crocheted edging or motif.

Here are some tips that might help you pick up crochet without getting confused by what you

already know about knitting.The DifferencesStitchingYou crochet with only one hook, and you



hold the hook in the hand you write with. Right- and left-handed crocheters produce the same

fabric, just in opposite directions. Just because you use your hook with one hand does not

mean your other hand is idle. Your yarn hand keeps your tension consistent, holds the body of

your work, and helps guide your hook into tight places.If you are a continental knitter (that is,

you hold your yarn in your left hand and “pick” stitches with your right-hand needle), you may

find it fairly easy to move into crochet because you will continue to hold the yarn in your left

hand and maneuver the hook with your right (if you are right-handed). If you’re interested in

learning how to knit in the continental style, you may find that knowing how to crochet helps

you pick it up more smoothly. If you knit in the English style, you may find that your experience

holding yarn and keeping tension with your right hand translates easily to doing the same with

your left hand.In knitting, all stitches remain “open” or “active” throughout your project until you

bind off at the end. In crochet, you bind off your stitches as you go; in most cases you have just

one loop on your hook when you have completed a stitch.GaugeIn contrast to knitting stitches,

crochet stitches are generally taller than they are wide. Therefore, you crochet more stitches

over an inch than you do rows. It might take a bit of experience with crochet before your

instincts adjust regarding how many stitches and rows you require to produce an item of

certain dimensions.Crochet stitches can feel denser than knitting stitches. You might find that

you are more comfortable using a hook that is larger than the needles you would use for the

same yarn, to produce a fabric with good drape.Crochet stitches use more yarn than knitting

stitches, so when you purchase yarn for your first project, get more than you think you need.

See the section “Estimate How Much Yarn You Need” for more information.Join the Crochet

CommunityThis book gives you the information you need to learn crochet techniques, but you

might want to connect with other crocheters for help or to share your passion. The number of

crochet resources you can find online is endless. Crocheters are always sharing tips and

projects on blogs and in a variety of online communities. Yarn companies and magazines have

Web sites with information, instruction, and patterns. And if you can’t find what you need from

these sites, simply use your favorite search engine.Local and Online Yarn StoresIf you live in a

large town or city, chances are you can find an independently owned and operated yarn store.

Owners of yarn stores tend to be friendly, and many encourage crocheters to spend time in the

store by having comfortable chairs and establishing a welcoming atmosphere. Yarn stores

frequently offer crochet classes as well, so they can serve as a very helpful resource to you as

you advance your crochet skills.If you can’t find a yarn store in your area, large craft stores

tend to carry a selection of yarns, threads, and hooks and may also offer crochet classes. And

given the number of online yarn stores that exist, you’re sure to find just the yarn you’re looking

for.There are many options out there when you’re looking for crochet supplies. Many designers

sell patterns and kits directly from their own Web sites. Simply search the name of your favorite

designer to find his or her site. is another place to look for patterns and yarn to buy from

enterprising crocheters. It’s a handmade community full of inspiration.Crochet Guilds, Clubs,

and meetupsA crochet guild or club might already exist in your area. Such groups meet

regularly for social crocheting and organize classes, fashion shows, charity events, and more. If

you can’t find a crochet guild or club in your area, you can contact the Crochet Guild of

America () for information on how to start one.In many communities, informal groups meet

regularly for social crocheting. Meeting at a member’s home, at a coffee shop, or even at a bar,

crochet clutches are a fun and easy way to connect with people who share your interest in

crochet. Some yarn stores even organize social gatherings weekly or monthly. For more

information, you can ask at your local store or do a search for groups in your area on or .Online

Communities and resourcesThe Internet offers an extensive and rapidly expanding amount of



information about crochet. From patterns (free and for sale), yarns, and tools to message

boards, magazines, and blogs, you can spend hours learning and connecting.Pioneered by

enthusiastic crafters, Web sites devoted to making free craft patterns and related articles

available to the public are becoming more and more abundant. You can turn to these online

communities for information about techniques, to find that perfect pattern, or to request advice.

Members also share photos of their completed crochet projects, information about works in

progress, and links to resources they find useful.Crochet Guild of America Offers tutorials,

news, and patterns.Crochet Me Includes patterns, forums, blogs, photo galleries, instructional

videos, and more.Crochet Pattern Central An online directory providing links to free patterns,

indexed by category.Crochetville A message board devoted entirely to crochet.Ravelry Offers a

number of ways to track projects and supplies, share notes, get advice on questions and

problems, and make friends.Craft Yarn Council Offers a wealth of resources, from definitions of

crochet abbreviations and chart symbols to tables of hook sizes, body measurements for

standard sizing, and yarn weights.General community sites also hold some crochet surprises.

Try searching for inspiring photos of crochet projects, to share your own, and to join groups

that specifically share crochet-related photos. Look to for video instructions made by other

crochet enthusiasts.Blogs and Crochet AlongsMany software programs that simplify the

blogging process are available for free, which means that anyone with a computer and an

Internet connection can have a blog. Many crocheters maintain blogs devoted to their projects,

displaying digital photos of their completed projects and works in progress.Crochet bloggers

and communities occasionally organize crochet alongs, during which each participant works on

producing an item from the same pattern. This allows for a fun, shared experience, and more

advanced crocheters can help beginners.HooksCrochet hooks come in many sizes and are

made from a selection of different materials. The hook you choose to use depends on the yarn

you are using, how big or small you want your stitches to be, and your personal preference.The

HookCrochet hooks are generally 5 to 7 inches long. There is a hook at one end, which you

use to grab yarn or thread and pull it through the stitches of your work. You hold the hook along

its shaft, and there may be a flat section of the shaft to serve as a thumbrest or grip.Hook

ShapeVarious manufacturers shape their hooks differently, so try out a few different brands

until you find the shape that you feel works best. Each brand has its own trademark style. For

example, hook A has a round, smooth throat that tapers toward a narrow hook to help yarn

loops slide quickly. The point at the top of the hook can aid in inserting the hook into crochet

fabric. Hook B has a flat cut in the throat to create a deeper hook. The hook head is also wider,

helping to keep loops from slipping off the hook.Hook typesHooks are usually made from

plastic, metal, wood, or bamboo. The smallest hooks are made of steel and are used with thin

crochet thread to make intricately detailed items, such as doilies. Metal hooks can be very

smooth, enabling the yarn to slide freely. Wood or bamboo hooks, on the other hand, provide a

bit of friction with the yarn, which comes in handy when you’re crocheting with slippery yarns.

Plastic hooks are slightly flexible and lightweight.Hook SizesHook size is determined by the

diameter of the hook’s shaft. Sizes range from tiny (1 D16 inch/0.75 millimeters) to large (4 D5

inch/20 millimeters). Smaller hooks work with threads and thin yarns and make smaller

stitches. Larger hooks accommodate thicker yarn and make larger stitches. Choose your hook

size based on the recommended size for your yarn and on how loose or tight you want your

stitches to be.Most yarn labels suggest a hook size to use with the yarn, and patterns also list

a recommended hook size. You may need to change the hook size in order to match the gauge

listed in a pattern or to achieve a specific drape and feel. It is more important to match the

gauge of a pattern than to use the exact hook size listed.FAQHow can I determine a crochet



hook’s size?If you are unsure of a hook’s size, you can use a hook gauge to measure the size

of the hook. Find the smallest hole that the shaft of the hook fits into; the size indicated beside

that hole is the size of your hook. Hook gauges usually mark both metric and U.S. sizes.Hook

sizes are marked differently in the United States and the United Kingdom, although there is a

growing interest in standardizing sizes by using metric measurements. Use the following tables

to determine your hook size. In some instances, a yarn label provides only a recommendation

for knitting needle size. In this case, use a hook of the same or slightly larger metric size. (If

you’re using U.S. sizing, find the U.S. size equivalent to the metric size given for the

recommended knitting needles.)Other ToolsIn addition to hooks and yarn, there are other tools

and notions you will want to keep handy.Measuring Tape and Gauge RulerUse a measuring

tape to take body measurements before you embark on crocheting a sweater or other fitted

garment. A measuring tape also comes in handy when checking gauge. (See the section

“Measure Your Gauge”) You may also want a stitch and row gauge (or gauge ruler), to help you

count how many stitches and rows you have created.Stitch MarkersStitch markers are useful in

many situations. For example, when working in the round (see Chapter 3), you can mark the

beginning of the round by placing a marker in the first stitch. You can buy stitch markers

designed for this purpose or improvise with scraps of yarn or even earrings. When crocheting a

garment, use stitch markers to indicate the placement of increases and decreases for shaping

(see Chapter 3).Tapestry NeedlesA tapestry needle, also called a yarn needle, has a blunt tip

and a large eye to accommodate thick yarns. Use your needle to sew pieces together or to

weave in yarn ends when you have completed your project. (See the section “Fasten Off and

Weave In Yarn Tails”)Yarn FibersSelecting yarn is one of the most exciting parts of starting a

new crochet project. The type of material from which a yarn is spun or manufactured has a

great effect on your final product. Consider whether your project should be warm, durable,

machine washable, and breathe well—the list goes on!Different TypesNatural FibersNatural

fibers come from plants or animals. Cotton and wool are perhaps the most common natural

fibers, but there are many others.Plant fibers are usually lightweight, are machine washable,

have little stretch, and breathe well. They include cotton, linen, soy, hemp (as shown here),

bamboo, and jute.Animal fibers are very warm (even when wet), have a bit of natural stretch,

breathe well, and generally must be washed by hand. They include wool, mohair (as shown

here), cashmere, silk, angora, and alpaca.Synthetic FibersSynthetic fibers are manmade. They

include acrylic, nylon, rayon, and polyester. Some synthetics are less expensive than natural

fibers, and they tend not to breathe as well. However, as technology advances, synthetic fibers

are showing an increasing number of desirable qualities, including durability, softness, and

vibrancy of color.Novelty YarnsFrequently made from synthetic materials, novelty yarns come

in a wide variety of textures and shapes. These include eyelash, fun fur, bouclé, ladder, and

beaded—the list goes on. Novelty yarns can be used alone or combined with other yarns to

create unique crocheted items. It may not be practical to create entire garments or home décor

items solely out of novelty yarns, but they are particularly well suited to trims, accents, and

accessories.TIPTermsYou will encounter the following terms when choosing yarns:•

Superwash. This term applies to yarns made from wool, wool blends, and other animal fibers

that have been chemically treated to prevent them from fulling (shrinking and becoming very

dense) when they are agitated in a washing machine or by hand.• Mercerized. This term

applies to cotton that has undergone a specific chemical treatment resulting in yarn that is

strong, is high in luster, and takes dye extremely well.Yarn Construction and PackagingIt is

important to know a little about the different ways yarn is constructed. Understanding how a

yarn is packaged will help you know how to get started.Yarn ConstructionYarn construction can



loosely be divided into two categories: traditional and novelty.• Traditional yarn is spun by hand

or by machine and is often plied. Plying consists of taking two or more strands of yarn and

twisting them together to create a thicker, stronger yarn. These “smooth” yarns show stitches

clearly.• Many types of novelty yarn are available, including ribbon, eyelash, bouclé, fun fur,

and so on. You can also crochet with twine, raffia, plastic, and strips of cloth.Yarn

PackagingStore-bought yarn is packaged in one of two ways:Step A• Hank. The yarn is wound

into a circle and twisted onto itself, creating an attractive, compact skein (a). Yarn pulled from a

hank tangles easily and is difficult to undo. To avoid this, wind it before use. (See the section

“How to Wind Yarn”)Step B• Center-pull skein. The yarn is wound into a cylinder. Unwind it from

the outside or pull the end out from the inside (b). This results in fewer tangles and prevents

the skein from rolling around as you draw yarn from it.How to Read Yarn LabelsAll the

information you need to know about yarn is contained on its label. Each skein or hank of store-

bought yarn has a label with useful information on recommended hook size, fiber content, care

instructions, length, color name, and dye lot.LengthWhen it comes time to figure out how many

skeins of yarn you’re going to need for a particular project, you need to know how many yards

each skein contains (for example, 100 yards/4 ounces or 75 meters/50 grams). It’s important to

buy yarn according to length and not weight. A 4-ounce skein of lace-weight yarn might contain

1,200 yards, while 4 ounces of bulky-weight yarn might contain just 45 yards.Color Name/

number and Dye LotYarns are dyed in limited quantities called dye lots. This may result in

minor variations between lots of the same color. Yarn manufacturers stamp each label with the

code for the dye lot of the yarn. To avoid color inconsistencies when you require multiple skeins

of the same colored yarn for a project, make sure that you purchase all skeins from the same

dye lot.Yarn Weight and Care SymbolsAlthough we do consider the weight of a ball of yarn,

“weight” is also a type of quality a yarn possesses. Yarn weight refers to the thickness, or

bulkiness, of a strand of yarn. These categories of yarn weights help us to get a feel for what

uses a yarn is traditionally best suited for. You should keep the yarn label after your project is

completed, so you’ll know how to care for it properly.Yarn Weight SymbolsThe Craft Yarn

Council has established the following general, industry-accepted standard categories of yarn

weights. Use this chart along with the information on a yarn’s label to get an even better idea of

how best to use the yarn.Care SymbolsAlthough some yarn labels spell out how to wash and

dry items made from that particular yarn, universal yarn care symbols are also frequently used.

To avoid accidentally ruining the gorgeous crocheted item you have spent hours creating, refer

to the following chart to interpret yarn care symbols.How to Wind YarnWhether you have a

messy skein or a hank, you can use one of the following methods to wind the yarn into a

ball.Before you begin, you should carefully handle hanks after you remove the ties because the

yarn might tangle. Secure the hank before you start winding the yarn.Wind with a SwiftA swift

resembles an umbrella apparatus; the hank is wrapped around it and it spins freely to enable

you to wind the yarn easily by hand or with a ball winder (see below).Wind with a Ball

WinderAttach the tail to the ball winder according to the winder’s manual. If you’re using a swift,

wind the yarn while ensuring that the swift is spinning freely and the yarn is winding nicely onto

the spool. You can use your free hand to control the tension of the yarn as it feeds from the

swift to the winder.Wind with a ChairYou can either 1) wrap the hank around the chair-back or

2) turn a chair upside down and use the legs to hold the hank. As you wind the yarn by hand,

you will need to walk around the chair instead of using a ball winder.Wind with a friendSlip the

untwisted hank onto a friend’s outstretched forearms. Cut or untie the strings holding the yarn

bundled. Starting with an end of yarn, wind it into a ball.Once the hank is untwisted and

secured, cut the ties holding the yarn in a circle.Locate the ends of the yarn and choose the



one that comes off the hank with ease.Wind a Cener Pull Skein by Hand1. Leaving a 6-inch

tail, hold the yarn in the crook of your thumb.2. Wind the yarn in a figure eight around your

fingers about a dozen times.3. Grab the figure eight by the middle and slide it off your fingers.4.

Fold the figure eight over.5. Lightly wrap the yarn around the figure eight several times.6.

Rotate the figure eight as you wind the yarn around it, starting to create a ball shape.7. As you

wrap the ball, work around the tail so as not to cover it.NOTE: Remember to wrap loosely; don’t

stretch the yarn tight. The ball should be soft, not hard.Chapter 2: Getting Started and Basic

StitchesIn this chapter, you will learn how to begin a crochet project and how to form simple

stitches. From attaching yarn to your hook to working in rows—all the basics will be

covered.Choose a Learning Yarn and HookHow to Hold Your HookHow to Hold Your YarnNotes

for Left-Handed CrochetersMake a Slip KnotMake a Chain StitchMake a Foundation

ChainIdentify Parts of the ChainMake a Turning ChainMake a Slip StitchMake a Single

CrochetMake a Half Double CrochetMake a Double CrochetMake a Treble CrochetCount Your

StitchesPlan Your Crochet ProjectChoose a Learning Yarn and HookStarting with a smooth,

simple, light colored yarn will help you concentrate on the stitches as well as the process of

crocheting. You will soon become familiar with your stitches and using any type of yarn will be

easier.Select your yarnStarting with a smooth, simple, light-colored yarn will help you

concentrate on the stitches and on the process of crocheting.Use the simplest yarn you can

find. It should be smooth and durable. If the yarn frays, unravels, or untwists easily, it won’t

stand up well to the learning process, during which you will frequently need to pull out

mistakes.Choose a yarn that allows you to see your stitches clearly. Avoid fuzzy, heavily

textured yarns. Dark colors make it hard to see the stitches as you’re learning, so pick a light

color.Select your hookStart with the hook size recommended on the yarn label. If you find that

your stitches are too tight, switch to a larger hook. If your stitches are too loose, switch to a

smaller hook. You should be able to easily insert your hook into the stitches you make, and you

should feel comfortable with the shape of the hook shaft and the hook.How to Hold Your

HookThere are different ways to hold a crochet hook. It’s important that you find a grip that is

comfortable and enables you to relax while you crochet.NOTE: For left-hand instructions and

photos, see the section “Notes for Left-Handed Crocheters”.The Hook HandHold your hook in

the hand you write with. This hand is in charge of controlling the hook and maneuvering it into

and out of the stitches as you work.You can hold the hook like a pencil......or like a knife.Do

what comes naturally as long as you can comfortably control the hook. Hold the hook firmly but

not too tightly.How to Hold Your YarnSince you control your hook with one hand, you use your

other hand to hold your yarn so that it flows freely but maintains an even tension. Although it

seems like your hook hand does all the work, your yarn hand performs an essential role.NOTE:

For left-hand instructions and photos, see the section “Notes for Left-Handed Crocheters”.The

Yarn HandThe yarn hand is just as important as the hook hand. In fact, the yarn hand does

double duty, holding the body of your work and controlling the yarn.The yarn is attached to the

hook with a slip knot. (See the section “Make a Slip Knot”)Your middle finger and thumb hold

the tail of yarn that dangles from the hook and hold the fabric you’re creating.Use your index

finger to hold and guide the yarn. Gently wrap the yarn once or twice around your index finger

to achieve the control you need. The yarn should be taut but should slide easily along the hook

as you make stitches.Another popular way to control the yarn is to wrap the yarn around your

pinky finger, then behind your other fingers, and finally over your index finger.Everyone holds

and guides her yarn differently. The guidelines above provide a good place to start. Work from

here to see what’s best for you. When both hands are relaxed, the stitches move easily on the

hook.Notes for Left-Handed CrochetersMost books and patterns are written from a right-



handed perspective. Here’s some information for lefties that will come in handy as you

progress through this book.Crochet Left-HandedHere are some important techniques,

illustrated for lefties.As noted in the section “How to Hold Your Hook”, the crochet hook can be

held like a knife or pencil in your dominant hand or, in this example, your left hand. Referring to

the section “How to Hold Your Yarn”, wrap the yarn attached to the hook around your index

finger (a). Your middle finger and thumb hold both the fabric you’re creating and the tail of the

yarn that hangs from the hook.Step AThe photo below (b) shows a yarn over as performed by a

leftie. (See the section “Make a Chain Stitch” for more information on yarn overs.) Lefties work

crochet stitches from left to right across their rows instead of from right to left.Step BTIPLefties

Learning from RightiesWhen learning from a right-handed crocheter, sit facing each other

instead of side by side. Doing so allows you to mirror right-handed actions.Mirror images of

right-handed graphics may also help ease confusion. Hold a small mirror to the side of an

image or use a photocopier to create mirror images.Don’t worry if your left-handed stitches

look different from the pictures you see. Left-handed stitches slant differently, but that isn’t

wrong!Make a Slip KnotA slip knot is used to attach the yarn to the hook. Making the slip knot

is the first step in beginning any project. There are many methods and tricks for making a slip

knot. Try both options shown here and see what works best for you.Slip Knot, Pretzel Method1.

Create a loop with your yarn, leaving at least a 6-inch tail.Step 12. Place the loop on top of the

tail.Step 23. Insert the hook into the loop and under the tail.Step 34. Hold both ends of the yarn

and pull gently to tighten.The slip knot should be tight enough on the hook that there is no

space between the yarn and the hook, but loose enough that the knot slides easily.Step 4Slip

Knot, X Method1. Place the yarn tail in the crook of your thumb.Step 12. Wrap the long end of

the yarn over the back, up, and around your index and middle fingers.Step 23. Wrap the yarn

again, this time making an X.4. Use a hook, or your fingers, to pull the top left part of the X

through the X.5. Slip the knot off your fingers, adjust the size, and place it on the crochet

hook.Make a Chain StitchThe chain stitch is used to create a foundation for most crochet work

as well as to create space between other stitches in lace patterns.Pattern abbreviation: CH or

ch.Chain Stitch1. Start with a slip knot on the hook.NOTE: See the section “Make a Slip Knot”

for more information.2. Yarn over.To do a yarn over, wrap the yarn over your hook from back to

front so that the yarn is coming toward you.3. Draw the yarn through the first loop on your hook

(the slip knot).You’ve made 1 chain stitch. There is also 1 loop left on the hook.4. Yarn over.

Draw the yarn through the loop created by the last chain stitch made.5. Repeat step 4 until you

have made the desired number of chain stitches. (Do not count the slip knot as a chain. Also,

do not count the loop on the hook.) Adjust your hold on the chain as it grows so that you’re

always holding it near the hook.Keep the chain hanging down from the hook. Do not let the

stitches you’ve made twist around on the hook.TIPAfter each stitch, do not tighten the chain

you’ve just made. Resist the urge to control your stitches by pulling them tight. If your chain is

too tight, it will be difficult to work stitches into it later. You should have enough room to poke

your hook through each chain stitch.Make a Foundation ChainTo begin a crochet project, most

patterns call for a foundation chain into which you will work your first row of stitches. The

pattern will specify how many chain stitches you will need.Foundation ChainChain 12. Now

take a close look at your chain.The side facing you as you work the chain stitches looks like a

braid.The back of the chain has a ridge down the middle, almost like a spine. There should be

12 chain stitches. Never count the loop on the hook or the slip knot.For most patterns and

swatches, you work a chain for every stitch you plan to have in the first row, plus additional

chains to serve as your first turning chain.NOTE: See the section “Make a Turning Chain” for

more information.Identify Parts of the ChainWork your stitches into whichever part of the chain



you are most comfortable with. The examples in this book work into one loop of the chain.One

loop of the braidBoth loops of the braidThe ridge in the backThe ridge and a loop of the

braidMake a Turning ChainCrochet stitches can be quite tall. You use chain stitches at the

beginning or end of a row to create the height required by the stitches you are making. These

turning chains (so called because you make them before or after turning your work at the end

of a row) also keep the edges of your work neat and even.The number of stitches required for

the turning chain is added to the number needed in the foundation chain for the stitch

pattern.For example, for a row of 5 single crochet stitches, the foundation row is 6 chains. For a

row of 5 double crochet stitches, the foundation row is 8 chains.Each stitch requires a specific

number of turning chains at the beginning or end of a row:NOTE: See the sections on specific

stitches for more information on the number of turning chains required.TIP• This chart is only a

guide. With experience, you may find that you prefer to use fewer chains to create a turning

chain.• A turning chain can be made at the end or beginning of a row. Crochet patterns may

specify how to make the chains; if your pattern does not, follow your personal preference.Make

a Slip StitchThe slip stitch creates the tightest, shortest, and stiffest crochet stitch and is

frequently used to stitch squares or panels together when assembling an afghan or other large

piece.Pattern abbreviations: SL ST, sl st, Sl st, or SS.Slip StitchTo begin a project with a row of

slip stitch, create a foundation chain (see the section “Make a Foundation Chain”) equal to the

number of slip stitches you require. Work your first slip stitch into the second chain from your

hook.1. Insert the hook into the next stitch.Step 12. Yarn over and draw the yarn through the

stitch and through the loop on the hook.Step 2You have created one slip stitch.3. Repeat steps

1 and 2 until you have completed your first row of slip stitch.4. Turn the piece. Insert your hook

through both loops at the top of the first stitch from the previous row. Follow steps 1 and

2.NOTE: Slip stitches are very tight when worked in full rows. Take care to keep your tension

loose, or use a hook that is larger than recommended.Make a Single CrochetThe single

crochet stitch is the basic foundation of crochet. Most other stitches are variations on this

stitch.Pattern abbreviation: SC or sc.Single CrochetTo begin a project with a row of single

crochet, create a foundation chain (see the section “Make a Foundation Chain”) equal to the

number of single crochet stitches you require, plus 1. Work your first single crochet into the

second chain from your hook. Continue to the end of the chain. Turn.1. Insert your hook into

the next stitch, and then yarn over by wrapping the yarn around the hook from back to front.2.

Draw the yarn through the stitch.There are now 2 loops on the hook.3. Yarn over and draw the

yarn through both loops on the hook.There is now 1 loop on the hook.You have created 1

single crochet.4. Repeat steps 1–3 until you have completed your first row of single crochet.

Chain 1 to create a turning chain.NOTE: For more on turning chains, see the section “Make a

Turning Chain”.Step 45 Turn the piece. Insert your hook through both loops at the top of the

first stitch from the previous row. Follow steps 1–3.Step 5Make a Half Double CrochetHalf

double crochet is a versatile stitch that is commonly used to make garments, hats, and other

accessories.Pattern abbreviation: HDC or hdc.Half Double CrochetTo begin a project with a

row of half double crochet, create a foundation chain (see the section “Make a Foundation

Chain”) equal to the number of half stitches you require, plus 2. Work your first half double

crochet into the third chain from your hook. Continue to the end of the chain. Turn.
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S. Evans, “Colorful Easy to Understand and Follow. As mentioned in my title, this book is all of

that and more. I would consider myself a very good beginner, or moderate intermediate level in

crocheting and knitting.Many times I will have forgotten how to make the proper stitches, or

where to turn the row without creating excess bulk or uneven lines. This especially holds true if

I’ve put my yarn away for a season or two.I like to have a book to come back to for use as a

quick reference guide, and with that being said, I am a visual learner so tutorial books such as

this one is perfect for me.Authors loose me with too much wording.Additionally, the authors in

the book will use a contrast color yarn to enhance the image of exactly what needs to be done

within the stitch and exactly where.There are arrows which indicate which way your hook

should follow so that you can make the stitch look like it’s supposed to look.The nice thing

about crochet is that it typically “knits” fast and it’s super easy to rip back your mistakes. Yes,

it’s not a fun thing to do after countless hours of work on your project, but it is a necessary step

in making your project look the way it’s supposed to look (1) and it’s a learning process (2).

98% of my rows are even now simply by learning where I needed to place the next stitch

before or after turning a row.Also very critical is knowing not to include the chain you have on

your hook as a Stich and the Slip Knot, of course.This book is perfect on the most elementary

levels, and can teach you all the way to an intermediate and some advanced levels.It’s very

detailed (which I need) and rich in color.So, whether you purchase the E-version or the hard

copy, you won’t go wrong.I highly recommend this book to any new beginner and one such as

myself whom needs a little guidance after putting yarn to the side for a bit.”

Eliz J. Baldwin, “Go To Manual. My old Teach Yourself Visually Crochet book is falling to pieces.



I decided to replace it with the eBook so I can access it all the time.When I first got it I could

chain stitch, work stiches from single stitch through triple stitch and make a granny square. I

found the instructions so well done that I think I could have started with a crochet hook, some

yarn or thread and gone from there to as far as I wanted to go..This time I went to TYVC so I

could create a toy dragon. I will confess that this was only after I bought several books and

patterns I wasn't happy with. A quick look at the index and I found what I needed. I also

decided it was time to get a new copy.If you only buy one book I recommend this one.”

KAV, “Best Beginning Crochet Book I've Found. I'm very new to learning how to crochet. My

neighbor taught me last winter as I was housebound with a cast on my broken foot. Since then

I've borrowed many books from the library trying to find one with excellent pictures and very

easy to understand directions. This was the book. I renewed it so many times I figured I'd just

buy the book! The best one at least for me to understand the basic stitches and to keep

referring back to.  So glad I found this book on Amazon.”

Rensi Shirley, “Best crochet book out there. Finally a book I can understand and visually see

what each stitch should look like and how to do the stitches. I purchased 5 other books prior.

This is the book everyone needs”

Paper or Ebook Tops, “It's great to have color photos throughout. Teach Yourself VISUALLY is a

great series of books for people who learn best that way, like me. I deeply appreciate seeing all

those color photos, step by step. Some of the projects, though, don't appeal to me, like the little

bunny, the applique daisies, and the baby beanie. Others are more interesting. I particularly

liked things like hairpin lace and fancy edgings. But even if you ignore the projects, there's a lot

of good information on how to block and care for your crochet, how to troubleshoot errors, and

how to read charts, whether written in abbreviations or drawn with stylized icons.”

mz johansen, “My Favorite “Learning” Books. ‘Teach Yourself Visually’ have been a favorite of

mine for many years and when I needed to learn a bit about crochet, I ordered this book, and

managed to quickly learn what I needed.These books are always winners...and I wish they

covered even more topics than they already do! While I consider myself to be a visual learner, I

am not that fond of video learning. ‘Teach Yourself Visually’ books have always worked the best

for me....hope that they keep making their guides!”

Sheila W, “Great Instructional Book. I had originally checked this book out from our local

library. It was so helpful that I ordered a copy off of Amazon. This book is helpful for people

like me, who need to "see" how it's done. It's a great reference book even after to you've

mastered the basic concept of crocheting.I would recommend for anyone who is interested in

learning to crochet or just to learn some new stitches.”

Mummy bear, “Great book. This book is so good. the pictures are brilliant for people like me

who like to learn in a visual rather than a written way.”

Polly, “A new to me hobby at 75. It is a rather larger book than I expected, and looks

complicated to me, however, the diagrams seems to be well thought out, and I am sure I will

pick it up. I am in my late 70's ( which is a late age to begin a new hobby but my friends said

they will help me out) I began knitting when I was in my early sixties and am doing well with

that making complicated / sophisticated dolls and teddy bears. Nothing could be more difficult



than that, I think(Ha! Ha! )”

I read. I write., “Very effective instruction. Loads of clear colour photos. Demonstrations start at

the basics and go to more involved projects with interesting stitches that can be used

anywhere. A great resource for starting out, as well as a jumping off place to go onto more

complex patterns as skills increase. Love it!”

Sarah, “Easy with a few Problems. This book is very great for beginners! It's magical loop

directions, however, failed to meet my standards. Most of the directions are very good, however

for a few things, I found myself needing to use this in combination with several YouTube videos.

Doing this worked perfectly, however, and I am glad that I purchased the book!”

Janice, “Great book, very helpful. This book is amazing for beginners. The pictures show how

to do everything, as well as learning to read patterns. I use this book for reference for a

certaint stitch.  Really good  if you forget how to do a stitch.  Step by step on how too do it alll”

The book by Grace Gershuny has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 816 people have provided feedback.
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